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“Whether you’re a human being, an insect, a microbe, or a stone, this verse is true.
All that you touch,
You Change.
All that you Change,
Changes you.
The only lasting truth
Is Change.”

Parable of the Sower
Octavia Butler

Potato Séance
Herbert F. Johnson Museum
April 2021

Clay is often forced into strict forms — a bowl, a mug, a toilet — but I am drawn to its
capacity to stretch and explore its physical limits. I aim to facilitate this exploration,
viewing my relationship with clay as one based on collaboration rather than control.
In the summer of 2020, I manually constructed a catenary arch brick kiln, and the
sculptures from my thesis exhibition are the inaugural pieces fired in that kiln. I begin
these sculptures by creating steel skeletons, rolling then welding salvaged steel rods to
do so. Then I drape heavy layers of clay — composed of paper clay, slip, and no shrink
clay with grog — over the steel, creating a sort of skin. I place these steel-clay bodies
into the kiln and fire them to approximately 2000 degrees Fahrenheit, feeding the kiln
hundreds of split logs to get there. The firings take several hours, and the steel-clay
bodies sometimes deform of their own accord in the process, the steel rods tending to
collapse or droop. In this way the sculptures live in-between form and deformity,
establishing their individual presences in that tension.
The other primary collaborators in my project are vegetables, who themselves are
caught between form and deformity. In Yuriko Saito’s book Aesthetics of the Familiar:
Everyday Life and World-Making, Saito proposes embracing more misshapen or ugly
vegetables, citing the fact that approximately 1/3 of vegetables are discarded before
they arrive at supermarkets for aesthetic rather than nutritional reasons. The selective
way that corporations curate vegetables for public consumption creates an unrealistic
idea of what a vegetable is, an idea that does not honor the thousands of years the
vegetables have spent evolving.
I began growing my own vegetables in the Ithaca Community Garden, slipcasting
them, and including their cast forms in my sculptures. I became interested in this
practice after seeing an installation from Adrian Villar Rojas’ project Today We Reboot
the Planet while visiting the Art Gallery of Toronto. The sculpture presents as an index
of objects cast into clay — a soccer ball, a candle, shoes — packed tightly together on
shelving units. These objects become strangely timeless when cast into clay, because
their forms are contemporary but their material is ancient. One cannot help but see
familiar objects differently in this context. It is not the planet that needs rebooting, but
our way of seeing it, caring for it, and caring for ourselves.

In John Bellamy Foster’s idea of the “metabolic rift,” humans have severed the
connection between our ecological and our social realms. Often those of us who harm
the environment most have to witness the harm the least. Species disappear without
our having to watch them go. The rift enters each of us personally, too, whether or not
we are conscious of it. We have evolved to be mutually dependent with microbial
ecosystems; they are part of us and we are part of them, but our microbiota are
changed when industrial chemicals enter us through food. Our bodies have not
evolved to process much of what we insist that they process.
My thesis exhibition, Potato Séance, is composed of sculptures in various states of
growth and decay. The pulp from juiced carrots — with turmeric, lemon, and cayenne
— covers Untitled (Carrot), to help it heal from inflammation. Harvested local moss —
mixed with buttermilk — wraps around Untitled (Moss), in hopes of living on a new
environment. Three heads sprout from Untitled (Sunflowers), with turnip-like cysts
bursting from its body, mimicking germination; dried lion’s mane is sewn into a crown
that adorns one of the heads, accompanied by 10-foot-tall sunflowers grown in my
community garden plot last summer, which have died and dried up.
Untitled (Blue), meanwhile, basks outdoors in the sun, rain, and mist in the Rebecca Q.
and James C. Morgan Garden. This sculpture is made up entirely of slipcast vegetables
— spaghetti squash, kabocha squash, muu radish, cucumber, pumpkin, turnip, and
garlic — arranged into a precarious pile, each body tumbling into another in frenetic
accumulation. The clay vegetable amalgamation feels at home beside the stone basin,
though perhaps it does wonder what it means to sit in a Japanese Garden designed by
a non-Japanese man on the traditional land of the Gayogo̱hó꞉nǫ' that is now Cornell
University.
Throughout the sculptures in this exhibition, there is a sense of fraught entanglement
resulting from unexpected material collisions and collaborations as well as forms
morphing into one another and coexisting according to different timescales. I am
seeking to embrace the aspects of vegetables that are typically discouraged: their
misshapenness, which is also their personality, and their acts of seemingly playful
improvisation, which are also acts of creative survival.

The four indoor sculptures are robust, but to human scale. They take their form from
vessels, but quickly diverge as they are made with steel rod armatures and a skin of
clay on top of that. Within the sculptures there are rectangular plinths secretly and not
so secretly acting as the physical cores. Fire Baby is the only salt fired sculpture in the
group. Similar to a belly button or kiln, Fire Baby is the origin story for the rest of the
sculptures. The chartreuse is a mason stain mixed with frit, but the variations come
from mica, avocado pits, cabbage, banana peels, one week’s worth of compost, as well
as salt forming a bumpy clear “glaze” over the shell. This juxtaposition gestures toward
a noncontinuous sense of time, one in which industrial and organic materials are
learning to be at peace with each other and rely on one another.
The other three indoor sculptures play with devices of hybridity through revealing and
concealing their interior and exterior materials. These three sculptures will also be
moved during the exhibition. These three are on dollies and will rotate around Fire
Baby. Z. Cecilia Lu and Sabrina Gonzalez Haertig, two junior BFA students, will don
happi-inspired coats with slipcast vegetables sewn onto the backs and move the
sculptures together. They will carry the responsibility of keeping the sculptures alive
and well in the gallery space.
The collaborative and the communal permeate Potato Séance, from the union of
disparate materials to the teamwork between Cecilia and Sabrina. Along these same
lines, it is worth noting that these sculptures are not large vegetables; they are large
sculptures that bring together numerous life-size vegetables. I am interested in the
idea of individuals coming together to form a larger whole, which in this context has
resonance with the question of how human beings, and humanity as a whole, view and
treat the environment. What kind of impact can one person have? What about one
country? Collectively, human beings have devalued and misunderstood the
interconnected significance of non-human matter to devastating effect. As an artist, I
prefer to seek out the ties that bind all matter, using the creative tools at my disposal
— imagination, observation, play, experimentation — to fill in the gaps that rationality
leaves behind. Perhaps when a viewer comes face to face with a sculpture composed
of cast vegetables, they will, for a moment at least, feel and respect these ties as well.

Given that the work I have developed during my time at Cornell is about
entanglement, collaboration, and cross pollination, I believe that the form of how I
write about my work should reflect this. As such, what follows is a collection of images
of my sculptures accompanied by material recipes, my own lyric considerations of the
work, and quotations by other writers, artists, and thinkers who have shaped the work.

Why potatoes? Potatoes have eyes.

Recipes
no-shrink clay Cone 3 —

17% Wollastonite
35.5% Hawthorne Fire Clay
17.6% Fine Grog
17.6% Medium Grog
12.5% Coarse Grog
+nylon fibers
+25 LBS water
“’When an old pot is destroyed,’” Anatsui has written, ’it comes back to life, providing
that grog of experience which strengthens the new form.’”
Julian Lucas
“How El Anatsui Broke the Seal on Contemporary Art”
Cone 6 Slip —

18 LBS water (hot)
16 grams sodium silicate
10 LBS EPK
10 LBS Tile #6 Kaolin
80 grams darvan 7
5 LBS OM4 Ball Clay
10 LBS Silica
10 LBS Custerspar

Z. Cecilia Lu and Sabrina Gonzalez Haertig as sculpture caretakers

Untitled (Sunflowers), 2021, unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, raku fired
vegetable amalgamations, dried sunflowers, beet juice, 144 x 32 x 32 inches

,
Fire Baby, 2021, no shrink clay, steel wood fired to cone 5, 59 x 33 x 27 inches

Untitled (Moss), 2021, unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, moss, steel,
61 x 34 x 34 inches

Untitled (Carrots), 2021, unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, carrots, steel,
74 x 30 x 30 inches

Crown portion of Untitled (Carrots)

“A carrot as it first enters the eater’s mouth is a full-blown entity, with a distinctive
taste, color, odor, texture; once swallowed, however, its coherence gradually dissipates
until, if one were to continue to observe it via a tiny camera inserted into the gut, the
difference between carrot and eater vanishes altogether.”
Emma Roe
“Material Connectivity, the Immaterial, and the Aesthetic of Eating Practices”

kaleidoscope carrots grown in Ithaca Community Garden plot #222 in summer 2020

Untitled (Blue), 2021, slipcast vegetables, mason stains, 19 x 18 x 17 inches

“Ceramics are made from the same stuff as mountains, rocks, and stone, whose liquid
form is the lava and magma of the Earth.”
Mark Miodownik
Stuff Matters

pink, lobster pink, Spanish oxide, black iron oxide, and walnut
to name a few of the tones that cover you
the sprue reveals the insides of each of your mounds
so hollow yet so inviting
one right foot cast before a cyst was removed dwells
next to the pumpkin and Hubbard squash
the top of the mound reveals a carrot
growing out of a rutabaga topped with a cucumber spire
bodies tumbled into bodies
a small orifice to pour slip out of a squash
watches you as you eat that hot dog
plant those perennials to trap carbon beneath the soil
then perhaps embrace those three legged carrots with more ease

Regenerative Agriculture, 2021, slipcast vegetables, mason stains, plaster foot,
45 x 24 x 21 inches

No More Chicken Nuggets, Mommy, 2020, wood fired clay, paper clay, slipcast carrot,
steel, fabric, 72 x 35 x 29 inches

heroism, defined as “botulism”
the first cultural device
was probably a recipient
sling
net
A special issue
bottle
a pot
a container
a holder
a recipient
in the temperate and tropical regions where it appears that hominids
evolved into human beings, the principal food of the species was vegetable
So you get up and
go to the damned soggy
oat patch
in the rain
and wouldn’t it be a good thing if you had something to put
Baby Oo Oo in so that you could pick the oats with both hands?
a leaf
a gourd
a shell
a net
a bag
a sling
a sack
a
this womb of things to be
tomb of things that were
This poem is collaged from the text of the following sources:
Guin, Ursula K. Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, Ignota Books, 2020
Nevins, Jake. “Americans at Hunger’s Edge.” The New York Times Magazine. September 2020, p.41

Venus Ovulating, 2020, wood fired clay, steel, unfired no shrink clay, 80 x 30 x 30
inches

Migrating Motor Complex, 2020, wood fired clay, steel, bronze fennel, garlic, turnip,
74.5 x 50 x 65 inches

Ganglionectomy, 2020, wood fired clay, steel, cinderblocks, 37 x 19 x 16 inches

Ganglionectomy (left), Microbiome Rift (Variation) (right), 2020, wood fired clay, steel,
cinderblocks, wood fired clay tiles made from press molds of fruit and vegetable
containers, slipcast vegetables, L 37 x 19 x 16 inches, R 156 x 48 x 60 inches

five parts
to make you
forever whole
silky
milky
slip
not just through
the fall
fleshy
bumpy
lumpy
knucklehead
orange into black iron oxide
sodium splashes onto you
pickle juice
was the first
diamond mills
the latest
by casting you
I trapped you
I saved
your summer skin
to make a winter coat
hollowed out
your seeds
for my indexing greed oh
clay cucurbita
feed my eyes
not my thighs
shame on the squash bug
for nibbling you when you
were a mere
seedling

“The activity of metabolization, whereby the outside and inside mingle and recombine,
renders more plausible the idea of a vital materiality. It reveals the swarm of activity
subsisting below and within formed bodies and recalcitrant things, a vitality obscured
by our own conceptual habit of dividing the world into inorganic matter and organic
life.”
Jane Bennett
Vibrant Matter

“Without intestinal bacteria, we cannot digest our food… Industrial chemicals weave
their way through our food webs; nuclear by-products sicken us not just through our
human cells but also through our bacteria.”
Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing
Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet

Microbiome Rift, 2020, wood fired clay tiles made from press molds of fruit and
vegetable containers, decomposing vegetables, slipcast vegetables, brass wire, scoby,
82 x 55 x 18 inches

staying trouble
five piles
of compost filled with corn husks
the first September frost
raw materials
taken
extracted
returning
to the ground by burning
orange sky
3 small peppers
brown basil leaves
it matters
what stories tell stories
the spider weaves
my lone gray hair
with small golden leaves
forget the vegetables
stupid vegetables
an orchid lures
a bee with a painted trick
the two dance
the bee disappears
all that is left
is the genital
design on the orchid
permaculture is the rage
the skeleton has melted
the cracking skin clutches on
hoping for cover
waiting to become
pickles

Microbiome Rift (detail)

I hear CAConrad is writing a cookbook.
Will they have an anti-inflammatory elixir?
If so, perhaps it would take the form
of a boulder covered in carrots,
turmeric, lemon, and a hint of cayenne.
Don’t worry, it’s easier to digest mush,
that’s why soup is such a hit.
The pot has done half
the digesting for you.
Burp, burp.
Excuse me.
Perhaps you aren’t chewing
as mindfully as you thought you were.
Turn that TV off while you eat.
Will there be a recipe for the two remaining
Northern White Rhinos?
What do you eat as the last of your kind?
Or perhaps the osmia avosetta?
Mason bee who creates pods
out of flower petals for her larvae.
If you are born out of a flower,
are you more eco-friendly?
Pollinating and dwelling
with your lover in such colorful
pods, bowls, nests, and homes.
Seeping and oozing, slipcast,
the vegetables outlast
their mothers.
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